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About This Game

The mysterious plane crash was only the beginning. Eight survivors are stranded in the middle of an unforgiving frozen
wilderness of Alaska. Don’t let it consume you. Find out the truth. Survive and live to tell the tale of The Wild Eight.

In The Wild Eight, always be on the move — it is your only way to survive and find out what happened with this mysterious
place. It is a challenging and fun game designed for both teamwork multiplayer and an immersive single-player experience.

Explore and Survive
Embark on the adventure into the ruthless arctic wilderness and uncover truth behind a mysterious plane crash that left
its surviving passengers to die.

Cooperate
Join with other players online (up to 8 players in one party) or begin the dangerous journey on your own.
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Hunt or Be Hunted
Gather resources, craft and improve your equipment at the camping site, escape blizzards and fight deadly beasts that
lurk in the woods.

Loot
Find the uncanny anomalies, strange laboratories and abandoned facilities, full of useful loot and even something out of
this world.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/539470/Police_Stories/
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Bought this game for to get th achievements for my achievement showcase but I actually enjoy playing this game.. Spent
hundreds of hours playing this. Totally worth it but when you try 2016 you just can't go back.. I'll be honest, there was alot more
homosexual romanticizing available than I expected.

However, that's to be expected. Everybody's basically a cowboy in their own right. ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296
\u0361\u00b0). ing awesome little gem. Too bad this game didn't get the respect it deserved. This game has very fun online
multiplayer. The ball mode is TONS of fun. 9/10. It's buggy and not does not have a lot of depth, but it's got something to it that
makes it really likable. You can feel the effort and motivation that went into making it.. My opinion about this locomotive is
probably deformed by the very fact, that I owned a scale model of this loco when I was a boy...

What to say, what was not said already?

This steamer is easy enough to drive, it is really iconical piece of equipment, it goes extremely well with all older german
coaches (both DR and DB alike).

The only downside is, that this should not be in the "Pro" range, this is solid "run of the mill" game locomotive, nothing more,
nothing less.

I bought this when there was no "Pro" range and this one was just another "normal" loco. Therefore, I am giving it thumbs up
(though I can understand, that buying this as a "Pro" model is probably a letdown).. Pros:
1.Simple objectives along with proper man support constantly so that you may never feel lonely
2.Gives you the ability to drive tanks,pilot helicopters and other war related vehicles
3.Challenging missions even on Normal difficulty
4.Gives you the ability to "DEPLOY" yourself just allowing you to continue where you left off if you die mid battle

Cons:
1.Shooting accuracy is horrible,i don't know if it's deliberately done by devs or they were clumsy with coding.No matter how
good a shooter you are you can never hit an enemy after 10m distance.
2.Gun recoiling is bad
3.If you are fighting along with 5 other teammates and if you attack an enemy man or tank,they will hunt you down ignoring all
the other guys who are infront of you.Bad AI mechanics
4.Enemies can shoot you through walls but you can't
5.Enemies can shoot you accurately and one hit,your hp will be 20% every single time
6.Snipers don't die even if you shoot them(bug)
7.All the cool drones and weapons you get will vanish in the next mission even if you save them whereas the next mission
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normally will start from where you left off

. A mix between a 2.5D platformer and a racing game Angel Express\/Tokkyu Tenshi has you running against either the clock
or single\/multiple adversaries that can be controlled either by the computer or by fellow human players.
The great number of levels,all excellently designed and littered with all kinds of hostile critters that will slow down your
progress,the wide array of power ups that can be used to gain the upper hand or undermine your opponents and the sheer fun
you can have when running against 3 other characters make this game a true hidden gem among doujin games...and the
singleplayer campaign with different endings and branching paths makes for a sweet cherry on top of this cake.. I found this
game AWESOME for keeping the kidlets entertained and practicing their math.I would recommend for ages 6+
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Got this game for free, the reviews weren't all negative and the background also got me interested so I tried it out.
First off, this game is NOT the game you want to play if you have not played any 'old' games.

Why? because this game has the mechanics and graphics of an old game. If you are not that old enough to play those games...
Well let's just say you will definitely not enjoy this game at all.

Now on to the game. Story is relatively easy to predict up till this point of the game(2HR or so) but at the very least it's not
THAT easy to predict. You still can guess what will happen later onwards, wonder what is happening, and so on.

Not really that bad if you just want to try a random new game out, plenty of quests and apparently an world map very large. 2
hours in the game and I've just completed my first city, along with a dungeon and a quest from another city.(By first city I mean
I finished all quests in that city)

All in all I personally would recommend the game to a friend, but due to it's mechanics and graphics, not everyone will like it
for sure.
. Amazing and relaxing game. This game has such superb design. The wave mode *feels* so good. Inspirational. A truly unique
storyline with extraordinary detail in the drawings.

With charm and wit the different characters come to life throughout the game.

Loving playing Quote so far.

Highly recommended!. Pretty much unusable. Very hard to set up maps, difficult to run any kind of game with it.
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